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ABSTRACT

1

This paper presents a new abstraction called “Named-Objects” for
enabling flexible and advanced mobility services in the future Internet. The concept of named-objects falls under the broad category
of “information centric networks (ICN)” and is based on the assignment of a globally unique identifier to all Internet attached objects
while separating this “name” from the routable “address” or “locator”. This approach is supported by a global name resolution service
(GNRS) which dynamically maps names to addresses while also
providing supplementary service information where desired. The
named-object abstraction is outlined and exemplary mobility related services including device mobility, multihoming and multicast
are discussed.
A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the named-object
architecture is given relative to alternative ICN designs such as
Content Centric Networking (CCN) as well as name-based protocols
evolved from IP, i.e. HIP and LISP, showing superior performance
for a wide range of mobility services and the potential to serve as a
foundation for future mobile network protocols.

The basic abstraction for communicating over the Internet has always been very simple: send a message from an interface to a
destination address and if an interface is listening for data on that
address it will receive the message at the other end. From an endpoint perspective, this simple concept creates the perception of
transmitting data on top of a virtual link connecting two interfaces.
This is the base of the Berkeley IP socket layer, the most commonly
used network interface. But after many years of reliance on this
simple IP service model, the Internet has gradually shifted to a
more complex ecosystem, where sophisticated platforms, applications, and services are poised to replace the fixed-host/server
model that has dominated the Internet since its inception. While
developers have still managed to create advanced services above
the IP network layer, the reliance on this core interface forced them
to develop ad-hoc and sometimes patched solutions to address even
the most common service scenarios. Acknowledging the markedly
different population of Internet devices and services, the research
community has looked over the years at the possibility of defining
new communication abstractions, to address the limitations of the
IP/TCP stack as it exists today and to provide solutions to problems such as mobility and multi-point communications in a more
integrated and cohesive manner.
As an evolutionary step, the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [16]
has proposed to introduce a naming layer through the use of a
shim layer sitting between the classical transport protocols - i.e.
UDP/TCP - and the IP network layer. With the goal of exclusively
requiring modifications in the end host network stack, HIP provides
new tools and functions for future network needs, from supporting
seamless host mobility and multi-homing, to the ability to securely
identify previously unknown hosts and the ability to securely delegate signaling rights between hosts and from hosts to other nodes.
In order to do so, HIP introduces a new namespace made of Host
Identifiers, that double as public cryptographic keys. Similar in
spirit, SERVAL [20] implements a new Service Access Layer (SAL)
that sits above an unmodified network layer, enabling applications
to communicate directly on service names aimed at supporting
Internet services located at multiple and different locations, while
serving clients that are often mobile and multi-homed. For flexibility, uses a large namespace based on 256-bit, while acknowledging
that shorter solutions could also be considered.
Using a different namespace to separate names from addresses
of the routing layer through the use of a name to address mapping
service has also been advocated as a structural change within the
network infrastructure itself. For example, the Locator/Identifier
Separation Protocol (LISP) [8] proposed this separation through
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decoupling two types of addresses: EIDs that identify hosts, and
RLOCs that identify network attachment points and are used as
routing locators, both of which are IP addresses. LISP, with such
separation in place and with the use of a name mapping system,
is able to offer native mobility through an extension of its base
protocol called LISP-MN [26].
A third clean slate approach is that of Content Centric Networks
(CCN) [10] or Named Data Networks (NDN) [28], both belonging
to the class of Information Centric Networks (ICN). These architectures depart from the conventional point-to-point abstraction
by having routers in the network directly operate on content labels making physical network addresses unnecessary. The DataOriented Network Architecture (DONA) [12], was perhaps the first
comprehensive and detailed proposed architecture that relied on the
use of self-certifying names. CCN and its derivative designs [15, 28]
evolved the concept and brought it to prominence within the networking community. The CCN architecture through an elegant
mechanism shifts the networking paradigm from today’s IP locators - where - to content descriptors - what. This paradigm shift not
only enables efficient delivery of content, but also enables advanced
services such as mobility and multi-homing which are relatively
difficult to support in todays IP networks.
While all these solutions were driven by one or more use cases,
none of them ever reached enough maturity to fully replace the
original virtual link interface, opening the space for the design of
a more compelling abstraction, capable of providing the benefits
of ICN techniques while maintaining a higher degree of generality
for service creation: the Named-Object abstraction. Similar to LISP,
the named-object abstraction is created by separating names and
addresses allowing for dynamic resolution of destination locations.
On top of this, through specification of service intents, namedobjects enable the network elements to adapt to the requirements
of different services. This distinct feature enables the network
participants to easily support different communications modes,
spanning from the base virtual link, to seamless mobility and multigroup delivery, to even more advanced scenarios such as content
retrieval.
The goal of this paper is to formally present the named-object
abstraction (Sec. 2) and provide a qualitative (Sec. 3) and analytical
(Sec. 4) evaluation of its merits on fundamental cases, such as
mobility, multicast and multihoming, comparing it against three
other solution proposals: HIP, LISP and CCN.

2

THE NAMED-OBJECT ABSTRACTION

Named-objects are a new abstraction meant to represent any network entity that could be abstracted as an addressable network
element. This should cover any possible abstraction: from the original host based abstraction of a virtual link bridging two interfaces,
to recently introduced ones such as contents, to any potential future abstraction - e.g. context. While name based approaches have
already been addressed in the past, they were mostly focused on
either solving specific issues such as mobility [8] or security [16] or
to shift the communication focus to new entities such as contents
[10, 12]. Named-objects aim to bring a more comprehensive solution that can enable powerful abstractions and services to underpin
the Internet architecture.

Figure 1: The Named-Object abstraction applied to different
use cases.
Fig. 1 outlines the approach in defining the named-object abstraction through separation of names and addresses. Separating names
(identities) from addresses has been advocated by the research community [8, 16, 21] for quite some time and has inherent benefits in
handling mobility and dynamism for one-to-one communication. If
properly employed, names can also provide additional advantages
to facilitate the creation of new service abstractions that can be
used to support advanced applications. The named-object approach
involves three steps: First, “what” (or “who”) will take part in the
communication has to be identified through a unique name that
is understandable by all parties involved, e.g. end points, routing
elements. When forwarding is required, names are then resolved
to “where” they are located. While this could be applied at different
locations of the network and in the network stack - e.g. having
the separation at the end points -, previous proposals [8, 24, 25]
demonstrated that the use of a globally accessible name resolution
service is a suitable approach for this goal, scaling to globally support the size of the namespace while supporting the dynamicity of
hybrid routing schemes (i.e. less than 100ms for 95th percentile of
lookup operations). Finally, if the semantical value of such element
is known it can be indicated through the use of a service identifier
properly located in a packet header, giving an indication of “how”
such packet should be treated.

2.1

MobilityFirst: A Named-Object Based
Architecture

The MobilityFirst (MF) architecture [23] is an example of how the
named-object abstraction could be integrated into an Internet network design. At the core of the architecture is a new name-based
service layer which serves as the “narrow waist” of the protocol
stack. The name-based service layer uses flat Globally Unique
Identifiers (GUIDs) of 160 bits to identify all principals or networkattached objects. Names are resolved through a Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS) that provides APIs to insert and query for
<key,value> mappings and support hybrid schemes that exploit
availability of both names and addresses in the network header
for dynamic resolution of destination locations [24, 25]. A Service
Identifier (SID) flag placed in network header allows network components to be aware of different service types in order to apply
different forwarding modes - e.g. multicast [18] and multi network
aggregation [11, 17]. Finally, a new name based API [4] designed
to offer network primitives for basic messaging (send, recv) and
content operations (get, post) allow several delivery modes innately
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Figure 2: Mobility management techniques: pure name
based, end-host based and NRS based
supported by the network such as multihoming, multicast and
anycast.

Figure 3: Multihoming techniques: pure name based, endhost based and resolution-service based

static; if Name X knows the locator of Name Y (in this case Loc
C) apriori, it can initiate the hand-shaking mechanism. However,
3 ARCHITECTURES COMPARISON
if both the end-points are moving simultaneously, there needs to
Two key elements define the named-object abstraction: the name/location be an additional service or a rendezvous server, which has a fixed
separation and the ability to identify the requested service for in
known locator. The end-devices need to talk to this server which
transit data. To understand the benefits of the abstraction in supthen brokers the handshaking between the two [13].
porting advanced mobility services, this section provides a qualitaInstead of making end-points responsible for mobility managetive analysis of the named-object based architecture MobilityFirst
ment, the Name Resolution Service (NRS) and named-object based
against three classes of alternate approaches: one that employs no
approaches deploy a distributed infrastructure, that maps names of
resolution via pure name based routing (using CCN as an example)
objects to their current locators [23, 26]. As mobile devices move,
and two that provide the name/location separation via end-host
they update the resolution system with their up-to-date locator
based resolution (HIP) or using a Name Resolution Service (LISP),
and any other device can query the same service to obtain the
but that do not incorporate service identification. While for certain
current locators. This resolution service can be implemented as
services the name/location separation is sufficient and no differan overlay system [9] or be a native implementation [25]. The key
entiation will be given between the LISP and MF, more advanced
advantages of having a distributed resolution system are: (i) No
scenarios will show how the second component can provide addiexplosion of routing updates for individual mobility events, and (ii)
tional value supporting the case for named-objects. The comparison
higher resilience against failure and fault tolerance compared to a
focuses on three key services: mobility (Fig. 2), multihoming suprendezvous server. In addition, distributing name-to-address resoluport (Fig. 3) and multicast delivery (Fig. 4).
tion servers across the Internet enables additional optimizations on
replica placements, work-load balance, spatial and temporal locality, etc. thereby enabling faster updates and queries [24]. As shown
3.1 Handling Mobility
later in Sec. 4 having a distributed resolution service also incur
Pure name based routing architectures require no resolution of
low control overhead compared to the other techniques and can
names to addresses as routing is also based on names. While this
support low query latencies for highly mobile vehicular scenarios.
is an interesting paradigm, having an immutable name with no location information whatsoever implies every time a device moves,
3.2 Enabling Device Multihoming
routing updates need to be flooded, such that the rest of the Internet can build a new route to this name. For architectures with
Device multihoming goes one step further wherein, an entity can
hierarchical names, such as CCN [10], there can be some control
communicate using a dynamic set of multiple interfaces; a single
on the flood based on name aggregation. However, with networks
who then maps to multiple where(s). This is problematic for archibecoming smaller and denser and entities becoming more mobile,
tectures with no name to address(es) decoupling, since the name
frequent mobility with handoffs is becoming a norm. As shown
is associated to an entity and not its interfaces. A naive way of
in [2], with 10 billion mobile devices worldwide, issuing routing
multihoming is therefore, to send routing updates across all the
updates for every single mobility event is not scalable.
interfaces, such that data packets can be received on all of them. For
End-to-end mobility management techniques name devices with
CCN, which works on polling, this means sending out redundant
permanent identifiers but route based on locators, which change at
interests across all available interfaces and receiving the same data
a much slower time scale than host-mobility. Therefore, for every
across all, causing a wastage of network resources. The authors
mobility event, there is an end-to-end messaging/handshaking bein [5] propose having a scheduler on the end-host that can split
tween the mobile end-points to notify their routing locator. This
interest packets on different interfaces thereby receiving differworks fine for scenarios where one of the end-points is relatively
ent data packets on the reverse path (Fig. 3). While this helps in
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CDF across 534 cabs

1

Figure 4: NRS multicast tree overloading compared to name
based polling approach.
improving overall throughput at the client, it still suffers from a
control overhead explosion on mobility scenarios, in which case
interest messages need to be resent every time one or more of
these interfaces change point of attachment. Having a scheduler on
the end-device also requires additional sophisticated machinery to
implicitly measure or estimate the access link quality and congestion characteristics in order to efficiently schedule interest packets,
which may not be viable for a resource and power-constrained
end-device.
End-host based multihoming techniques follow similar principles as mobility, namely, end-points communicating directly to
exchange name to multiple locator’s information. This means a
scheduler should run at the other end-point to split the flow for
each of the addresses of the interfaces. Similar to the mobility
scenario, a rendezvous server is necessary for initiating the flow
when both the end-point’s locators are changing [13]. Likewise,
NRS based architectures update entity names to multiple addresses
in the resolution service and query as and when these locators are
updated. Moreover, through the service intent specification, the
in-network components can be aware of the user desired multihoming mode. Data schedulers can then be located within the network
at a suitable bifurcation point, which enables fine-grained control
based on accurate link and bandwidth characteristics, leading to
significant improvements in overall end-host throughput [11, 17].

3.3

Support for Large Multicast Groups

Pure name based architectures inherently support multicast by, (i)
having receivers flood interest packets, and, (ii) routers serving
multiple pending interests simultaneously across the reverse path
of interest. However, flooding of interest for every multicast request across the internet does not scale. Only the introduction of
rendezvous points [6], similar in spirit to IP multicast, and new
packet formats can reduce such impact.
While name based architectures can still fall back on IP multicast
techniques in order to support multicast [7, 29] and exploit names
only to enhance the existing protocols (e.g. HIP security handshake
across peers [29]), a more efficient requires instead the use of name
abstractions (i.e. named-object) to overload multicast trees into the
NRS, reducing control overhead [18]. In this case, each branching
router along the tree is assigned a unique name specific to that tree,
which recursively map to their children or downstream branching
(Fig. 4). This name based tree is stored in the name resolution service
for ease of management, allowing branching routers to query and
forward packets along the tree. Since name-address decoupling
already handles mobility efficiently, this scheme can also handle
receiver mobility, ensuing no packet is lost during multicast receiver
mobility.
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Figure 5: Control overhead comparison for (a) maintaining
mobility and, (b) using a single replica NRS

4

EVALUATION

In order to characterize the effectiveness of the named-object abstraction compared to the other approaches, NS3 based packet-level
simulation have been performed. These focus on both control overhead and data throughput for the three use cases described earlier,
namely: device mobility, multihoming and multicasting. A custom
inter-domain simulator has been used.

4.1

Device Mobility Support

Topology Generation: In order to simulate realistic mobility patterns, a dataset of 526 San Francisco cab traces has been used [22].
WiFi access points (AP) are mapped to locations using the WiGLE
database [27] and a WiFi association model has been developed
for each of these cabs, assuming at every location a cab would
connect to the geographically closest AP. However, radio handover
does not necessarily mean a change in the network address for the
cab, since in many cases internet service providers (ISPs) handle
hand-offs transparent to the user, by keeping the routable address
the same. Therefore, in order to translate radio handovers to locator changes, geographical locations of point of presence (PoPs) of
autonomous systems (ASes) are mapped from Caida [1] onto this
topology and each AP is assigned to a PoP based on geographical
proximity. While this may not be a perfect representative of the
actual network topology, however, due to the lack of publicly available data for network mobility, this approach can be considered
relevant for emulation of realistic mobility scenarios. Finally, this
PoP topology is correlated with global inter-domain topology from
Caida to obtain a network topology of 21,743 ASes and 735,249 links
which is used in our custom simulator to analyze global control
overhead to support vehicular mobility.
Update and lookup overhead: Given this topology, an analysis
of the global control overhead in maintaining a route to each of
these cabs in all the four name based architectures is provided. The
data retrieval model follows a web-access scenario with random
choice of networks as sources (flow duration and inter-arrival time
based on [3]), for the entire duration of each of the traces. Fig. 5(a)
plots the cumulative distribution of packet hops of overhead per
cab per day. As seen from the plot, control overheads for MF, HIP
and LISP are comparable. In comparison median overhead of CCN
is about 2.4 times higher than the others. This is because in CCN,
every time a device moves, it needs to propagate a routing update
to enable other networks to route packets to itself. However due
to the hierarchical nature of CCN names, not every mobility event
causes an update. For example, if a device named /att/rutgers/alice/
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Figure 6: Data delivery to a moving vehicle while it disassociates and re-associates with WiFi APs
moves from the domain rutgers and connects directly to att, the
latter does not need to propagate an update. For this simulation,
it is assumed that every network forwards only 10% of the total
routing updates it receives to its neighbors. As seen from the plot
less than 8% of the events result in very low routing updates due to
hierarchical naming, but on an average, pure name based routing
has a much higher overhead.
Although MF, HIP and LISP have comparable overheads, it is
worth mentioning that HIP performs an end-to-end handshaking, whereas MF and LISP both update their respective resolution
services, for every mobility event. The resolution service for MF
(GNRS) is in-network with 3 replicas stored for each name. LISP,
on the other hand, uses an overlay based scheme and has an inherent overhead of maintaining overlay topology using BGP. Fig. 5(a)
does not take into account BGP and considers 20% of the networks
randomly chosen to have an overlay server.
Increasing the number of ALT servers (with corresponding increase in topology maintenance overhead) will further improve
LISP control overhead with the minimum being for all networks
participating in ALT (similar to the GNRS implementation), as highlighted in Fig. 5(b). On the other hand, reducing the number of
GNRS replicas to 1, will reduce the control overhead for MF, but
also corresponding reduce its resiliency to failures. As shown in
Fig. 5(b), MF overhead would lie somewhere in between LISP and
HIP in such cases.
Handover and data throughput: Given that MF, LISP and HIP have
much less overhead in managing mobility, a comparison of the three
is provided for data throughput during mobility and temporary
disconnection with handovers, using packet level simulation in NS3. In this experiment, a single device moves away from its associated
AP along a straight line, and following a period of disconnection
connects to another, while downloading a large file form a backend server. Core link delays are set to 10 ms whereas edge links
have 1 ms delay, as shown in the top-left of Fig. 6. This topology
although simple, in essence simulates a similar cab mobility trace
but with accurate control of AP placements and mobility. MF/LISP
evaluation considers a single replica resolution server which all
the routers can update and lookup. MF routers are also storage
capable [19], so that every router can temporarily store data on
disconnection and re-route once an up-to-date mapping is available.
As highlighted in Fig. 6, following disconnection at about 61
seconds, data throughput goes to zero. For MF/LISP both the AP
it was last connected to and the source periodically re-queries the
server for new address mapping of the device. As soon as the server

3

4

5

6

8

10

Multihomed interfaces

Figure 7: Control overhead for multihoming support with
increasing number of interfaces in a 1000 network random
graph
is updated at about 70 seconds, data delivery resumes for the device.
For HIP however, end-to-end 3-way handshaking takes longer to
complete and data delivery resumes around 71 seconds. Finally,
Fig. 6 also shows the benefit of storage-aware routing in case of MF,
wherein the previously associated AP temporarily stores in-flight
data and binds them to the new address following resolution server
update and re-routes it along the edge.

4.2

Multihoming support

Next control overhead is evaluated for the maintenance of multiple interfaces at a client with data delivery across all interfaces.
The graph employed is an Erdős-Rényi 1000 node random graph
with a randomly chosen source network and variable number of
randomly chosen interfaces for the destination. Comparison is
done only between resolution-service based approach of MF with
pure name based approach of CCN, since comparative studies of
in-network multihoming against end-to-end approaches such as
that utilized in HIP have already been presented in detail in our
earlier works [11, 17]. As shown in Fig. 7, there is no increase in
overhead as the number of interfaces increase, since availability of
all the interfaces can be populated in the resolution service via a
single unicast message per GNRS replica through any one of the
attached interfaces. However, even if the interfaces boot up one
at a time, a sequential update through each of the interfaces also
scales gracefully with increasing number of interfaces, as shown.
In comparison, CCN based approaches pay a high cost in register
messages flooded from the source to all the available networks
with potential receivers. In addition, a receiver also has to send out
interest packets through each of its available interfaces which flow
in the reverse path of the source register message.

4.3

Multicast Support

Control overhead for maintaining inter-domain multicast trees has
also been analyzed for the different name based architectures, using
the same 1000 node graph, a randomly chosen source network and
variable number of destination networks. As mentioned earlier, HIP
and LISP both utilize IP multicast for tree maintenance, therefore,
inter-domain PIM-SM has been evaluated as a representative of
these two architectures. For MF, since the tree is maintained in a
distributed fashion in the GNRS, control overhead is affected by
the number of replicas maintained. Interestingly, increasing the

Average control packet hops for
tree setup in a 1000 network topology
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Figure 8: Control overhead for multicast tree maintenance
in a 1000 network random graph (single source and multiple
receivers)
number of replicas leads to a reduction in overall control traffic, as
shown in Fig. 8. This is due to two main reasons: (i) Updates are less
frequent than lookup queries, and, (ii) during lookup using anycast,
there is at least one server which is close to the querying router.
In comparison, both IP multicast and CCN have a much higher
overhead even for a small sized graph, because both of them rely on
some form of flooding to build the tree. In CCN, multicast receivers
flood interests, whereas in IP multicast, the source floods a sourceactive message throughout the network [14]. In fact, even with a
single replica and 90% of the network having multicast receivers
MF improves average control overhead by a factor of 6.4 compared
to the alternative schemes and the gain goes up to a factor of 37
when only 10% of the network have multicast receivers.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the Named-Object abstraction as a novel approach that could help support network communications and services in the future mobile Internet architectures. By separating
name and addresses, dynamically resolving destination locations
through a Name Resolution Service and providing service intents to
the network, Named-Objects can support a wide variety of different
abstractions, spanning from the original host based virtual link, to
recently introduced ones such as contents and context.
Compared with other name based approaches, Named-Objects
are capable of reducing control overhead while still improving performance in different common scenarios like mobility, multi-group
and multi-homed delivery. As these base services are the underlying foundation of a multitude of different network applications,
our future research will explore ways to demonstrate how NamedObjects could be employed in a wider and more advanced set of
service scenarios for future mobile Internet architectures.
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